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Happy New Year!

Sailing near Cape Horn!
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A trip around Cape Horn, Strait of Magellan
& up the coast of Argentina to Uruguay
Part 2 – Beagle Channel and the Strait of Magellan to Punta Arenas
By Alain Catteau
January 8 - After our successful trip around Cape Horn, we are back in Puerto Williams, Isla Navarino, Chile. It is raining hard but we
take the dinghy to shore for a short visit and pick up Vojtek’s bag which has been sitting here waiting for him. The plan is to raise
anchor by 14:00. By that time, the wind has picked up to 50 knots in Ushuaia and we are postponing our departure. The Armada,
the Chilean Military tells us to move Chief One. We are not sure why we been asked to move; could be because we are in front of
their station or possibly because of the expected winds. We move the boat to the marine buoy that we used 2 days ago.
Some of us go visit the aboriginal museum. It depicts a civilization very close to the one of our aboriginals. I learned that these
aboriginals came from Russia via the Bearing Strait and travelled all the way down to Terra Del Fuego, hence the familiarity.
With the departure postponed, we spend the whole day on shore; Ania finds us a marina where we can have a hot shower, which
feels really nice. We have dinner on board and a lot of whisky is consumed. This will be a typical occurrence while at anchor/port
while no drinks are to be consumed while underway, which will be fairly well respected. It turns out to be a dry boat in name only.
Ania pays guitar and sings a few songs in Polish and English with some of us as supporting cast. It is past midnight by the time the
lights are out.
The boat wakes up around 9:30. We had lots of wind during the night and the weather is not cooperating, very windy and raining.
We are going to be here for another day. We go back on shore, walk the town a little more, find a different restaurant, go to the
library, the post office, buy some postcards, avoid cow poops which are everywhere, especially on the sidewalks and spend the
day the best we can in this very small town. We seemed to be the only ones venturing outside. It has been a long day waiting. The
weather was so bad that the marina did not allow boats to come in or get out, not that anyone wanted to do that except for one
boat. We have a good soup with meat and pasta. We play various card games; some very silly ones and a Polish card game that
Brad, Michele and I learn; it will become a good past time.
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A quieter night; it is now January 10; Kuba wakes us at 6:50. Blue
sky and perfect weather he says and it is true. We get going right
away and are under way by 7:50. We have a very interesting time
getting off the marine buoy, between the current, the size of the boat
and the other boats moored to that same buoy. Anyway we make it
like champions. We say goodbye to Puerto Williams and motor as
the little wind we have is on our bow.
I enjoy our breakfast, oatmeal with fruits and granola. I spend the
morning on deck, just looking at the scenery and listening to music.
It is fairly cold only 6 degrees this morning. Everyone is so happy
to finally get moving. By the afternoon the sun is getting warmer,
By 15:00 it is time for our watch, the situations with her Spanish.
Radek is shirtless and I guess he has not seen the sun for a while
We also got a special authorization from the Chilean Navy in
as it is still fairly cold.
order to sail all the way to the Pacific and the Strait of Magellan,
as they usually only allow private ships to navigate around Isla
Gordon and then go back to Puerto Williams; something we
definitely did not want to do.
On our way, we see cormorants and sea lions, bigger than I have
ever seen, playing in the water. We take the dinghy to see them
closer. We arrive at our protected anchor at Point Mical VI, on the
North side (Tierra Del Fuego side) of the channel. We stern tie.
This is quite an operation for a boat of this size as the lines are
very long and heavy. We send a dinghy out with the stern lines.
Radek will become the magician of the dinghy with Michele and
Brad finding trees to wrap the stern lines around. It took us a
good hour until we are finally set at anchor. We are the only boat
in the bay. We see a few rings on rocks and remainders of fish
nets. It is a beautiful spot even in the mist; we have the first sight
of a glacier, it is opposite our anchorage and comes down almost
to the water. After dinner, Brad, Kuba, Ania and I go for a walk
around the point; we come back at 21:30 and play cards.
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Strong winds during the night; I can feel Chief One wanting to
swing. Good thing we are stern tied. There is too much wind
( 30+) to sail today. At 7:30 we get ready for a walk to the
nearby glacier; we take the two dinghies as all of us go except
for Irek. We race to the beach, Jonny hit the sand with the engine
of one dinghy but all is good. Nowhere to wrap the dinghy line to;
we carry the dinghies up the beach and start walking in a forest,
then along a winding stream towards the glacier. The hike is not
easy; it feels like we are in a marsh as we try to avoid many holes
full of water. After 1.5 hours of this challenging hike we realize
we will not get to the glacier any time soon and vote to turn around.
An hour later we are back at the beach, some of us continue on a
nother hike while I go back to the boat after a wild dinghy ride in 30
knots of wind facing us; I get very wet but one of the nice things
being on the boat first is that I can find a good spot to dry my clothes.
A 30ft. boat had anchored beside us last night. In the morning, they
raise anchor but with 38 knots of wind at anchor and more in the
channel they soon turn around and anchor back. It is only 11:30;
I feel like I have been up a whole day and go for a nap.
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By 18:30, the wind has died down somewhat and we raise
anchor and motor to an anchorage at the mouth of a “fjord”
on Isla Gordon some 10 miles away which we reach by
21:00. We wanted to go further up the fjord but it got too
late. The anchorage is quite sheltered but not as picturesque
as yesterday. There is a big rock cliff on one side and a
waterfall on the other side of the anchorage. We choose to
anchor close to the rock cliff as that area is more protected
from the wind. We stern tie but it is quite a zoo as different
people want to do different things. As it takes time to find a
suitable tree to wrap the stern line to we are concerned of
being pushed to the rock face. We end up wrapping a stern
line on a ring that Michele had to climb to. The rain pouring
down did not help anyones mood. We have good pasta for
dinner and then play the Polish card games in two groups,
Polish and English speaking. I like the game. Not much
drinking tonight, the stern anchor and the hike this morning
must have wiped us out. A quiet night until 4:00 when Kuba
gets concerned with our anchorage as the wind direction has
changed. We wait until daylight to get underway.
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January 12, this day has a smiling face in my journal. The
weather is low cloud but at least it stopped raining. Untying
the stern lines, which we had set with 220 meters of
mooring lines and two 100 meter extension takes quite a
lot of effort. The lines are released carefully to control the
swing of the boat while the anchor is being raised. No
arguments this morning, a much smoother operation. As s
oon as we enter the main channel, the wind picks up to 25+
knots. Kuba decides to sail to the joy of Brad and I, as we
have not done any sailing since leaving Puerto Williams.
We unfurl the jib only partly (we are in a channel some
500 meter wide) and go 5+ knots. Brad and I do our first
tack with those big winches; Brad enjoys steering in those
conditions with the wind picking up into the high 30’s. Sadly
we don’t make much headway as we are tacking in the
channel and soon Kuba decides to motor again. With the
motor our speed drops to less than 2 knots due to the current
and the wind in our bow, gusting at 45 knots. To avoid the
current, Kuba decides to stay close to one side of the channel
and it is a little more comfortable as we make some headway.
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Three hours later, we enter the Darwin Channel with its
two fjords. Magnificent sites, I wrote in my journal. We
motor 2 hours to get to the mouth of the Brazo Pia Weste
fjord some 3.2 nautical miles long, passing snow covered
soaring mountains and deep waterfalls. More than once it
looks like we hit a dead end but it just continues. As we
progress, we are more and more surrounded by larger and
larger chunks of ice. I took a picture of the first one, but
soon enough I could see hundreds of them. The chunks of
ice rumble against the boat; one of us is at the bow with a
long stick trying to stir away the ice in front of us as we motor
slowly; the others are taking pictures. We are so lucky that
we are on an aluminum boat and able to navigate this fjord.
We see that we are motoring towards a glacier and its view
gets better and better as we get closer. To my surprise, once
at the foot of the glacier, we stop and drop the dinghy to get
even closer to the glacier which is only some 300 meters away.
We take pictures and otherwise enjoy the unforgettable
scenery while listening to the enormous sound of the ice
breaking up. The foot of the glacier is a wall some 10 meters
high; the colour of the ice is of different shades of blue. The
weather is improving and for a second I saw a patch of blue
sky. We spend two hours there and then navigate back to
the next fjord, Brazo Pia Este. I steer the boat to the anchorage,
dodging ice, with Kuba taking over to anchor. I find it a challenge
to get used to the GPS being set with the North up as everything
is reversed when travelling in the southern hemisphere. This
glacier goes down to a nice, wide sandy beach. We take a 15
minute dinghy ride before landing on the beach and walk to the
edge of the glacier. By 16:00 we are on our way. The plan was
to anchor early at our next destination but with little wind and the
extra night spent at Point Mical VI, we motor all night at 6 knots
towards the Pacific. Today we have a fruit salad with whisky to
celebrate this memorable day.
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January 13, another smiley face in my journal. As we progress
towards the Pacific, the scenery changes with rolling hills now
being the main feature; goodbye glaciers and mountain peaks.
It is dead calm and we would be sailing into the wind if there
was any. We spend our watch motoring in the rain and fog.
During our watch, due to the fog, Brad asks for the radar to be
turned on and he notices that the radar image overlay does
not match the land masses shown on the chart plotter. Brad
suggests that we navigate to the radar as it is more accurate
but Kuba dismisses him saying that he’s never had issue with
the chart plotter. During the night I hear the motor going into
neutral a few times. By our next watch at 6:00 we hear that, in
fact, the chart plotter was inaccurate as we were heading right
into land and the crew then navigated to the radar; a close call.
We had a closer look at the chart on the chart plotter and it
actually mentioned that the chart in the area where we were
was not necessarily accurate. I guess not too many people
navigate around here. Kuba mentioned that the very detailed
and informative book describing every nook and cranny of this
part of the world, does not recommend navigating at night.
Now we know why! We won’t be sailing at night again until the
open sea of the Atlantic. In order to be safer, we navigate
towards less narrow channels instead of cutting corners.
Today, for the first time, dolphins and albatross are visiting us.
The albatross are beautiful birds, not as big as I expected. They
fly just above the water, almost touching it with their very large
wingspan. They seem to be playing for us. I cannot take
pictures; it is too wet; I will become obsessed with taking
pictures of albatross trying for days to get the perfect shot.
We have 2-3 meter swells, Chief One does not rock too much
but it is somewhat of a challenge to use the head. Ania gets
sea sick and I almost did.
Waking up from a nap at noon, we have arrived at CT.A Breacknock on the West side of Terra de Fuego. I am the last one on
deck rising to the most beautiful anchorage I have seen,
almost 360 degrees rock walls all around. It is still raining with
low cloud but magnificent, a picture cannot give it justice.
Finally we have a good anchoring sequence with 3 lines, 2
sterns and 1 bow. We play cards all afternoon; Brad and I finally
win a game. The weather clears up as the afternoon progresses.
Michele makes us a very good risotto with standard rice
accompanied with grilled sausage. We then go for a dinghy
ride in our own little corner of paradise. Jonny and Vojtek
caught some fish. I take pictures of a beautiful sunset between
the clouds.
January 14, cloudy but at least it stopped raining. Radek,
Michele, Brad and I walk to a lake nested within the
mountains. By noon we are underway, not sure where we
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are going next. From 13:00, we are sailing in 20+ knots of
wind but the generator disturbs the quietness of sailing as
it is running while Jonny cooks the fish in the oven. We are
now in the Pacific, on our way to the Strait of Magellan; we
see a small cruise ship, one of the few boats we have seen
over the last week. By 15:30, we have a late lunch and finally
the generator is turned off and we can enjoy the sound of the
rush of the water on the hull. At 18:00 we go for our watch,
beautiful sights, 25 knots of wind gusting 30+, nice waves,
sailing just with the jib. This is the sailing I signed up for.
By now we are at the entrance of the Strait of Magellan. More
beautiful scenery, it is showery and a very bright rainbow is
right on our bow. We motor sail the last hour in order to get to
our anchorage in Sino Checo, on the North side of Terra Del
Fuego, before dark. We are going 6 knots under sail and motor,
but due to the speed, the engine starts to miss so we engage
neutral back and forth depending on the wind gusts. It is 20:45
when we enter our anchorage, a small cove at the entrance of a
fjord, it is rainy and windy. It takes a long time to find a suitable
tree to wrap a stern line around. Michele had to lasso it on. I
thought it would be too difficult to anchor here but we
persevered and we did it. It is 22:00 before we start dinner. By
23:15 we are told that we will need to get up at 4:00. I try to
sleep but Ania is playing guitar and people are talking until….
I learned that Chief One does not reverse well due to the
folding prop; that is why we set the anchor backing up with the
stern lines.
I am told that we have almost run out of fresh water, Yesterday,
Kuba went and filled up bottles with fresh water from a lake. I
guess I better pay more attention. Some of us use salt water to
wash and rinse the dishes….
Kuba gets up at 4:00 but it is still dark, he goes around doing his
things while we stay in bed until 5:15 and then have a quick
getaway. There are a few heated exchanges but all is soon
forgotten. Weather wise, another miserable morning is upon us.
We motor down the fjord for a good 45 minutes but we don’t
see a thing and decide to turn back and go to Punta Arenas.
After leaving the fjord, we set sail. All is quiet and smooth but
that is all going to change. The wind picks up once we are in the
more open waterway. By the time of our next watch, we knew
it was going to be challenging as we had a hard time getting
dressed with the boat leaning quite badly on one side. Up in
the cockpit, I discover blue sky and some 30 knots of wind. We
are travelling on a beam reach with the jib half way unfurled
and are doing 10 knots in 40 knots of breeze, with the strongest
gusts that I saw at 53.7K. I try the wheel without the autopilot;
the wheel feels very stable and I feel comfortable. This is the t
ime that everyone decides to go down and I am left alone in
the cockpit.
To be continued.
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Ahoy All,
Season’s Greetings. With the beginning of a new year I look forward to another year of racing, and
perhaps we can even get in some Race/Cruises. In 2021 I hope that we will also, at some point, be
able to have our monthly post-race Pub Meetings again.
Any Club is made by its members, and I hope that you will once again continue your membership.
I attach the Membership Renewal Form, with the request to make your deposits by e-Transfer. If that
is not convenient please send a cheque made out to the GBSC. If there are any changes to your
details, I would appreciate it if you could send the completed form back by email.
To make it easier when doing an e-transfer when asked for a Security question please use :
'Name of your boat’, with answer Peregrine. Email is.... davidtwentyman@dccnet.com
If for any reason you wish to discontinue your membership please let me know so that I can keep our
records up to date.
Wishing you Fair Win(d)s for 2021.
David

G A RD EN B A Y S A I L I N G C L U B
Membership Dues January 1 - December 31, 2021
The annual dues are $20, please make your payment by e-transfer, or mail a cheque made out to
Garden Bay Sailing Club, to 13219 Dames Road, Garden Bay, BC. V0N 1S1. Thank You.
If there are NO changes please just ﬁll in your name and tick here ..........
Name........................................................................
Address.................................................................................................. Postal Code...................
Phone Number.................................................. Cell Phone.........................................................
Email address ...............................................................................................................................
Name of boat.................................................... Type & Size ......................................................
Sail Number or Logo ....................................... Hull Colour .......................................................
PHRF Rating (If known) ................................. Assigned TCF (If known) ..................................
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The Poop Deck by Brad Lowell
What is VMG?

November’s article on pinching is a good lead in to help us understand the concept of VMG or velocity
made good. We learned that pinching may not be the fastest way to the next mark when the next mark
is directly upwind even though the boat is on a more direct line to the mark. How can the shorter course
not be the fastest course? What if the boat’s heading is eased slightly off the wind, will the boat’s speed
increase enough to compensate for the extra distance it now must travel? Is it possible to sail further at
a greater speed and make it to the mark more quickly? Yes! Let’s see how….

Shorter Distance
to Mark but
Slower

Faster but
Further Distance
Sailed to get to
Mark

5
4
3
2
1
Start

Assume these are three identical boats that started at the exact same spot and have been sailing for the
same amount of time from the start line. All boats are making their way up the course however Boat A is
pinching slightly and losing speed while maintaining a more direct path to the mark. Boat C has eased
her sails and is sailing faster but must travel a further distance now to get to the mark. Look at the VMG
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Here are some statistics on the Fall Race Series
Number of boats that took part:
Number of races:
Average Number of Boats/Race:
Number of new boats:
Average # Races per Boat:

2020
23
12
10
6
5.2

2019
19
11
7.8
0
4.28

Here are the results for the Fall Race Series 2020
Te-mer-i-ty
Peregrine
Chiquita
Raven Lunatic
Imagine

John Verver
David Twentyman
Ron Badley
Brad Lowell
Alain Catteau

38 Points
47
“
65
“
77
“
82
"

New Club Members, Welcome Aboard!

We have a couple new boats in the fleet!

Andy Cardiff has a Pearson 365 called Aloha

Ben has brought his very impressive
modern 6 meter to the Harbour. It’s name
is New Sweden. There will be a full write up
on New Sweden in next months newsletter.

John Boutwell has two boats, Po Chai a Rhodes
Bounty-2 41 and Dire Straits an Olson 30.

The Winter Series Starts January 2nd!
(weather permitting)

Get your bottom scrubbed
&
lets get out there!
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I’ve bought yet another boat!
Chilly is a Bombardier 7.6 and is
quite similar to a 242.
Chiquita is up for sale, spread the word!
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